that. That was his affair—after all. So I laid the house out on a scale
befitting a young industrial prince of the Johnson line, who all his life long
had had about everything he wanted. Now I intended he should want
something finer than he had ever seen to want. What else than a house
such as that one would be, could he buy with money or time that would
yield him such large returns? This house I would build for him should be
definitely, 'capital7 not only safe during this lifetime, but go on as true
capital into the lives of his children and their children—a joy meantime
and a distinction. A proof of quality. What more capital use to make of
'capital'? There were some arguments about that point later on. And
some feeling about it. Not much though, because Hib is, after all, pretty
much right.
Two youngsters—a charming girl and a nice boy were his own as a result
of a former marriage and now his newly promised bride already had two
boys of her own—hence the children's wing for four. Here was the high
Wigwam (living room) under the mass of wild grape vinery at the centre
shooting out four independent wings—one wing (a luxurious mezzanine),
with a continuous balcony toward the great lake, for Hib and wife, and
one on the ground floor for the four children—another wing on the ground
for workscape and help, and another on the ground also for guests and
motor cars.
Wp called the house 'Wingspread' because spread its wings it did. We
set a cast bronze door plate into the wide stone slab of the doorsill with
abstract wings upon it in low relief to signify the name.
This structure is of the common 'prairie-type' of the earlier years. A
type proving itself to be a good one for a home in the climate around the
Great Lakes. It is popularly known as brick veneer. Outside upper mem-
bers are wide cypress plank, roofs tiled, floors of concrete, four-foot-square
concrete-slab tiles over floor heating, here as in the Administration
Building itself.
Thus *Wingspread', unique Herbert Johnson prairie house near-by
Racine became another zoning experiment which began in the articula-
tion of the Coonley House at Riverside, built 1909, wherein Living Room,
Dining Room, Kitchen, Family Sleeping Rooms, Guest Rooms, were
separate units groxiped together and connected by corridor.
The building is orientated so that sunlight falls in all rooms and the
ground plan shows a completely logical expression of the Zoned House,
(The first design for such a house was printed in the Talieain Monograph,
December 1954.)
At the Centre of four zones forming a cross, a spacious wigwam of a
Living Room stands. A tall central brick chimney stack with five fireplaces
on four sid^s divides this roomy vertical central living space into four
spaces for the various domestic functions: Entrance, Family Living
Library, and Dining Room. Extending from this greatly dignified, lofty
central wig^ajpi are the four wings. This extended zoned-wing-plan li%
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